MOBILE URBAN AREA 2045
LONG RANGE
TRANSPORTATION PLAN
SURVEY REPORT

Introduction
A long range transportation plan (LRTP) is a blueprint for a region’s multimodal transportation
development. It identifies regionally significant, fiscally-constrained transportation projects
with a minimum planning horizon of 20 years. An LRTP is updated every four years to capture
changes in the region. To update the LRTP, the Mobile MPO staff examines how the region
may develop over the next 20 years based upon projected population and employment
growth.
Changes in growth can impact demand on the regional transportation system, therefore
future plans must consider alternatives to effectively address these needs. Once alternatives
are determined, funds are then identified to cover the costs of these future transportation
investments.
This entire process requires regional cooperation and public participation. The
Destination2040 is the current regional transportation plan for the Mobile Urban Area. It was
adopted in March of 2015.
MPO Staff is currently developing the next Long-Range Plan: Envision2045. Public involvement
is an important part of developing the plan. To encourage Public Involvement, Mobile MPO
staff conducted a non-scientific survey to help gage public opinion on various transportation
issues. The survey was opened to the public for from September 2019 to October 2019. This
report summarizes the survey, outreach efforts, survey results and key findings, as well as next
steps.

WHAT IS AN LRTP?

The Long‐Range Transportation Plan
(LRTP) is the blueprint for the region’s
multimodal transportation system,
identifying all regionally significant
transportation projects planned for
Mobile, AL Urban Area over the next
twenty years. The development of the
LRTP is based on a collaborative process
involving many regional stakeholders,
including elected officials, regional
engineers and planners, Port of Mobile,
the business community, advocacy
groups, and the public. These
stakeholders work together to identify,
prioritize, and fund needed regional
transportation investments.
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The Survey
The 2045 LRTP Survey Questionnaire contains 30 questions asking respondents for their input on transportation issues. This survey was made up
of multiple choice questions, yes/no questions and open-ended questions where respondents could freely express their opinions.
Questions were broken down into categories that cover the following issues:
• Urban Area concerns – survey respondents were asked for their beliefs on general and transportation related issues in the Mobile Urban Area.
• Congestion – survey respondents were asked for their input on the most congested areas and where bottlenecks occur.
• Bicycle/Pedestrian – survey respondents were asked about improvements to sidewalks and bicycle facilities.
• Public Transportation – survey respondents were asked to share their experience with public transportation if they chose it as a mode of
transportation.
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From your experience, where are the most congested areas in the Mobile urban area?

Respondents consider the 4 pm to 5 pm the most congested
time of the roads.

Of the 146 respondents, 142 answered the question about the most congested areas in the Mobile Urban Area. This question was open-ended.
The picture is a Word Cloud of the most mentioned areas. The larger the word, the more the area was mentioned.
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Where are the worst bottlenecks in the Mobile urban area?
Worst Bottle Necks in Mobile Urban Area
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The majority of the bottlenecks in the Mobile Urban Area were located on Interstate 10, specifically at the Wallace Tunnel. Interstate 10 also
includes the Bayway. Of the 244 respondents to this question, almost half (117) mentioned a section of Interstate 10 with the largest segment
mentioning the Wallace Tunnel (67).
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What road do you believe is in the worst physical condition in the Mobile urban area?

Respondents were given an opportunity to upload
pictures of the roads they thought were in the worst
condition. The pictures to the left were uploaded to the
survey.
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Which traffic signal has the longest delay?
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Two questions were concerning the widening of roads and if any roads were in need of a road diet. If a specific road was mentioned, it was
included although some of respondents mentioned a segment of the roadway. Total answers for both of these questions can be seen in the
appendix.
Any roads in need of widening?

Do Any Roads Need a Road Diet
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Bicycle/Pedestrian Section

Six questions on the survey were related to bicycle and pedestrian needs in the Mobile Urban Area. The next few pages show a glimpse of what
is needed to improve bicycle and pedestrian facilities.
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Where Should Bike Routes Be
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What would improve bicycle/pedestrian safety the most?
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The following statements were the answers to when Other was selected on what would improve bicycle pedestrian safety:

Repair existing sidewalks.

Bike trails off of roadway.

More visibility. When cars are parked at meters, it makes it difficult to
cross when you can't see smaller oncoming vehicles due to parallel parked
cars. You have to almost enter the street to see if the way is clear.

Driver awareness - both the car and bike drivers
Eliminate Bikes from the public right of way.
Education. Every road in Alabama has a bike lane. Motorist
are required to give a bicycle 3 feet. No need for special
lanes for the less than 1/2 of 1 percent that ride.

Bicyclist following the traffic laws

A driving public that accepts bicycles and
pedestrians as a mode of transportation.

More crosswalks, sidewalks and bike lanes.

Don't ride your bike in traffic or at night without good lights and reflectors on it. Look twice before crossing the street.
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Are there any places bike racks would be beneficial?

Are there places bike racks would be beneficial?
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If your child attends a school in Mobile County is there a need for sidewalks to the school?
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Is there was transit available for all of Mobile County, would you use it?
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Do you ride the Wave Transit System, and if so, how can the Wave improve it’s service?
The majority of the respondents did not ride the Wave Transit System. A few of the responses are below:
The WAVE used to converge at the mall and then disperse to separate locations. This is no longer the case, and if I needed to use the bus in the
forseeable future, I would be unable to do so. In DIP, you have to take bus downtown and get off south of government to wait or any bus going
to West Mobile or Tillman's Corner. It is not feasible for those who need to be to work in the morning because they would not have time to get
to work. Likewise, the bus stops running at about 6, so the 2 hours it would take me to get home, because there is no longer a connecting bus, I
would be stranded downtown.

BIKE RACK @ GMO, SERVICE TO CAUSEWAY
EVEN IF ONLY 1-3 RUNS1 DAY PER WEEK OR
JUST LIMITED MODA. INCREASE MARKETING
AND PUBLIC AWARENESS

The WAVE is broken IMHO. Because of
routes, it would take me nearly 3 hours
to get from my home to the old VA
location.
[Cite your source here.]

Re do routes they don't seemed to have changed
since the 1950's

Return the routes to the low income areas that were cut in the past couple
of years.
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If you do not ride the wave, why not?

Reasons for Not
Riding the WAVE
No service in
home/work
area
22%

Too Dangerous
2%

Ride Often
1%

Own Vehicle
37%

Too Slow/Not
Frequent
8%
No need
Not Convenient 8%
5%

Other
17%

Have you heard of the MyStop
App for the Wave?
30
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Other
5
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If the Wave could be extended to other areas, what areas would you like to see included?
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Are you in favor of Amtrak coming back to Mobile?
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Most important improvement that could be made to improve our transportation in South Alabama?

Most Improvement That Could Be made for Transportation in
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General transportation comment
Eastern shore MPO killing the bridge bayway project is a 22-year travesty. We should not stand for letting the tail wag the dog.
Build a new bridge and dump the traffic onto the spanish fort/baldwin county portion of the bayway.
Are there ways to move traffic through intersections more quickly during rush hour and/or peak times?
ALDOT needs to continue pursuing funding opportunities for the I-10 Bridge.
Let’s get good public transit and eliminate yellow school buses. Young persons would get free transit passes include the teachers/school
employees.
As a retired person I travel through Mobile at different times of the day. I see improvement in many areas but maintenance must also be
done to keep roadways safe. Railroad crossing on Springhill Ave. Should be improved like on Dauphin St. and Moffat crossings. You should
make railroad maintain their track when crossing your roadways.
Thank GOD for the County's Pay-As-You-Go Program.
Traffic light synchronization along with strategic road widening in our hot spots would go a long way to resolving our congestion issues.
Rework I-165 to flow across Cochran bridge and connect to I-10. Then make that a truck route and divert all big rigs away from the tunnel.
No tolls--use the recently enacted increase in gasoline tax to fund roads. Live within your means and stop increasing taxes and fees.
Alabama is behind Mississippi by about 25 years already. Look at Hwy 98 from Mississippi state line. Mississippi being the poorest state in the
union completed their portion on 98 years ago. Alabama has yet to complete the project. Also Mississippi has already completed four lane
project for Hwy 45. Alabama is not even talking about that. I figure the I10 bridge should be complete in about 30 years. So disappointed in
Alabama road program.
State Department of Transportation has a culture problem and needs a thorough house cleaning
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I am a member of the Block the Mobile Bay Toll group. I will be watching our Mobile elected officials very carefully to make sure they don't
go stabbing the citizens in the back with a criminally inflated toll or the use of a "P3" partnership that holds citizens hostage for decades.
Citizens of Mobile must learn - you have to pay for what you get - tolls or increased taxes.
Most simple, economic and speediest to complete solution to the congestion in downtown Mobile to/from Baldwin County issue is to add a
second four-lane tunnel and then add an additional four lanes to the Bayway
Build a new bridge over the bay!
Hwy 98 going west
Establish a team to actually drive and access traffic in problematic areas over time to experience what day to day drivers encounter before
you make a decision to change anything.
Hope
If any additional bridges are constructed, the CURRENT EXISTING BAYWAY should REMAIN OPEN.
NO TOLLS - ALABAMA has the highest Gas Tax of any southern state on both the consumers and the fuel companies. Furthermore, Alabama
has the highest overall tax burden on their residents out of any southern state. Look to recent changes in Mississippi, specifically regarding
fund management. They are now operating at a surplus, and investing in their infrastructure. With all of the tax revenue (highest tax burdern
+ higher average household income than MS), AL's legislature should be able to fund transportation and infrastructure improvements
without any issues.
DO NOT OUTSOURCE TO P3's/FOREIGN ENTITIES.
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
Stop listening to the ravings of Gov Ivey and listen to the people of the county!
The focus on a bridge project is the right idea, I think the planning was rushed and they did not explore all options.
There has to be a way to construct a viable I-10 bridge that doesn't require tolls for funding.
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No Tolls.
It seems that the State of Alabama DOT utilizes old technology and concepts for new and/or existing roadway construction. There appears to
be a lack of innovative concepts and/or new applications (i.e. scrap tire based asphalt) to improve Alabama infrasturcture in a modern more
efficient manner. The construction process seems tired and takes and extended period of time to complete. Many adjacent states have
better roads/highways while spending less on delieverables.
You are not keeping up with the fast growing population here and it is really going to hurt us!!
Straighten the entrance too the George Wallace I-10 tunnel. That would reduce traffic backup on I-10 and lower accidents.
Yes... NO TOLLS!!!!
The Mobile River Bridge project is needed and using tolls is a realistic way of funding the project.
Live in Baldwin Co but travel to Mobile for services and goods
No toll should be assessed for any improvements.
Yes. John Cooper should resign
No TOLLS or ROUNDABOUTS in Southern Alabama.
When Mobile does decide to do road construction - please finish in a timely manner. McGregor Street also has an issue. Otherwise, I like
roads in Mobile-with the exception of what I mentioned above. Also, we have a few crazy drivers, but a lot of drivers are very considerate, in
my opinion.
Fix it without tolls
Transportation is terrible in Mobile. The service roads off of Airport Blvd make no sense and are confusing. Transportation is especially bad
on Schillinger Rd. Many streets are in disrepair and flooding is common in so many places.
N/a
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NA
Why aren’t we considering adding more capacity to the Cochran Bridge and improving access to it, instead of building another bridge?
I moved to Fairhope from Chicago and the politics around the proposed bridge and tolls feels like Chicago politics and corruption.
Our building and planning of our urban areas is very sporadic or doesn’t seem to fit with our transportation plans, it seems transportation is
always behind.
Amtrak is economically infeasible in this area. It's economically infeasible ANYWHERE for that matter. Governments should only rarely be
providing vendible goods or services.
Yes, return of a street car system for residence in Midtown and downtown. The area has the density and studies have shown that people are
more likely to use a street car/rail trolley than a bus. Plus there is the added benefit of additional development and property value increases
around rail lines up to a half a mile from the stations.
If you really want to raise revenues, "red light" cameras would be a gold mine down here. So many people blow through red lights, its very
dangerous all over the area. As a transplant from up north, commuting in one of the busiest midwestern cities, the drivers down here
continually take unnecessary risks. Not sure what the root cause is, maybe its a poor drivers education program with youth programs.
People tailgate like I've never seen. The I10 bridge is extremely dangerous, possibly lower the speed limit, its crazy during rush hour.
Totally in favor of Amtrak coming back; and bike lanes around town. Love what is going on DIP with the added bike lanes.
The I-10 bottleneck at Wallace Tunnel is not a local problem. It is a National Problem well known across the country. Therefore, it is the duty
of the Federal Government to build whatever bridge is needed to correct the problem. The local residents of Mobile and Baldwin Counties
should not have to shoulder the cost and responsibility.
It would be nice to find a way to relieve congestion at some of the major intersections such as Moffett/Schillinger; Schillinger/Airport,
University/Airport
Tough out there. But really timing of the lights is biggest thing. Why stop no one on other side. Happens way too much
I do not have an issue paying a toll for improved level of service across the river
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Build new I-10 bridge as above
Need to put in medium inland on Hwy 98 from Snow Rd to Ching Dairy Rd to cut down on large amounts of head-on collisions.
The decision to "kill" the new i10 bridge project was very short-sighted and a great deal of money was effectively wasted. The decision to kill
the project was politically driven and not enough time was given to present a solution that would have allowed the project to continue. This
setback likely means any similar project or effort will be 15-20 years out at best for completion and that is unacceptable.
Historically, there has been a ferry between Mobile and Fairhope. A passenger car ferry may or may not be viable; a seperate study is
needed. I would suggest a passenger+bike ferry between the two towns say from Cooper Park to near the Fairhope pier. Especially on
artwalk nights.
Tolls are the only way we will ever solve the problem of getting people across the Bay
Build the Mobile river bridge without a cost prohibitive toll.
No
Lean on city of Mobile and port to allow upgrades that assure Amtrak’s success in Mobile.
I don't believe that Mobile has ever had a true traffic engineer with a degree in the field. There has been so many "patch up" plans and no
plans for the future...example 3 laning Cody instead of 4 laning it from Cottage Hill to Grelot.
Have always wanted access to causeway without 8 hour wait for return trip on BRATS. Drivers are intentionally indifferent, and deliberately
menacing to ped right of way in crosswalks even with crosswalk light lit.
The new gas tax needs to be used in areas that are most needed. I understand shovel ready projects are the easiest, so the local
municipalities need to be top priority. Growing areas like Saraland and West Mobile need to be top priority on larger infrastructure projects.
Passenger ferries are expanding rapidly throughout the Country, the Mobile Bay Area needs to seriously consider this again
Mention water and air travel as potential transportation option areas to study, since they will be interrelated with the network of surface
alternatives.
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The communication with Wave and SARPC is fantastic. I appreciate the newsletters and transparency in where money is going for Mobile
County.
Pump some more safety posters and videos to the public. So many people seem zoned out, don't seem to have the common sense that the
person in front of them will not be turned off before their car arrives at that point. If someone is doing the speed limit but no faster, then
accept it. If you need to drive way below the speed limit, then pull over when you see a string of traffic behind you so they can pass. If
someone needs to get into the traffic flow, then give them the courtesy of letting them join. Patience Safety Tolerance
no
The toll was the biggest obstacle to getting the Bayway started and the funding/cost of the project needs to be the priority going
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